It’s Here!! The new, redesigned COPALUM Retermination Kit is now available.

The same UL Certified quality crimp for home aluminum rewiring applications. Now packaged in a new, ergonomic, portable tool.

This Cordless Electric Power Tool Kit features an integral die set with two crimping chambers. These chambers allow the tool operator to splice a wide variety of wire sizes and combinations without having to repeatedly remove and replace die sets.

The kit includes:
- 1 Battery Powered Crimp Tool
- 2 Battery Packs
- 1 Battery Charger
- 1 Carrying Case
- 1 Crimp gage

Fast Facts
- Part number: 1976330-1
- Height: 12”
- Width: 3.75”
- Length: 11.5”
- Weight: 10 lb
- Battery life: 120 crimps
- Customer manual: 409-10080
- Tools available from licensed distributors. Call 800-527-6686 for more information.
COPALUM Retermination Kit

An ergonomic, portable tool...used in common home wiring applications.

For information on tool availability through licensed distributors, call 800-527-6686. For more information on the tool or the kit, call the Tooling Assistance Center at 1-800-722-1111.